
Midweight/Senior Strategist

Salary: Up to £45k dependent on experience

Start date: ASAP

Contract type: Permanent, full-time

Location: Two days WFH/Three days office-based (hybrid) (Shoreditch/Liverpool Street)

Who we are:

Fox + Hare is one of London’s fastest-growing independent creative agencies. We’re a full-service creative

shop, with specialisms in sustainability and consulting work. We work with household names like easyJet

holidays, The Big Issue, The Design Museum, Britvic, Revolution Bars Group, Action For Children, Buzzbike,

Pepper Money, Countryside Properties, and Vestiaire Collective - as well as on all kinds of exciting smaller

briefs and activations for positive impact-focused organisations.

What we’re looking for:

We’re looking for a talented Mid-weight/Senior Strategist. An enthusiastic problem solver, who simplifies

the complex and falls in love with great ideas.

It’s an important role for the agency and a huge opportunity for the right person to make an impact as we

continue to grow. We’re looking for a motivated person who can help clients do their best work, and

support our expansion plans over the coming years.

About you

● At least 4-6 years of experience in a strategy role

● A confident writer, communicator, and presenter

● Experience working in collaboration with creative, strategy and account teams

● Energy and excitement for finding solutions to problems

● Inherently curious, delving into new subjects and getting fascinated

● Well organised, and able to manage time efficiently

● Kind at heart, our working environment is an open and positive space (and should remain so)

● No ego - agency output is our collective responsibility - no job too small

● Experience in and/or passion for sustainability work + comms

Great to have

● Small-medium agency experience

● Experience setting up, running and monitoring paid social campaigns

● Financial client experience

● Digital and social media strategy experience

Responsibilities

● Running your own projects (with support) and owning the client relationship.

● Responding to briefs, conducting research, and forming strategies.

● Setting goals, managing delivery, and measuring impact.

● Playing an active role in business development and helping to grow clients.

● Writing and delivering pitches and proposals.
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What’s on offer:

We have a long list of benefits for working with us. Just a handful are; 25 days (plus bank holidays), a

10% salary bonus scheme, paid volunteering opportunities, ‘work from anywhere’ weeks, share options,

and cost of living pay rises. On top of that, we offer a wonderful opportunity to shape F+H and contribute

to building a new type of agency (one that we all love to work at).

Worth mentioning: Fox + Hare is an equal opportunity employer and encourages candidates from all

backgrounds. We celebrate diversity and are committed to creating an inclusive environment for all

employees.

Head to https://foxandhare.co to find out more about the business.
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